The Poet of Poets, Our Creator
(The Exquisite Poetry of Yahweh)
(When quoting scriptures, from the Rotherham Emphasized Bible New Testament, I will substitute the Hebrew words
Yahoshua (yeh-ho-shoo’- ah) for Jesus, Yahweh and Elohim for God and the LORD and ruah for pneuma (spirit).)

Samuel Taylor Coleridge (1772-1834), an English poetic, defined poetry as, 'the best
words in the best order.' He who could accomplish such a task would be the greatest poet
of all times. Such a Poet does exist! Yahweh, the Creator of the greatest star and the
smallest cell, is also the Creator of Hebrew words, their meanings, their various
arrangements and figures of speech. He is a lover of words, the master of meaning,
expressing his very thoughts and ideas to us, the hearers. Words and their order are the
sacred vehicles that Yahweh chose to communicate himself to the world. His words, in
general, as recorded in the Hebrew and Greek text, are presented in poetic form, not
necessarily in verse but rather in prose. Prose writing is poetic when the words that are
chosen are the best words, arranged in the best order, an example of which is Job 3:3; Job
opens his mouth and cursed his day by saying,
Perish, the day wherein I was born,
And the night it was said,
Lo! a manchild!
Do you not feel his agony and despair through the words that were chosen and in what
order they have been arranged? Meaning is communicated not only by the words chosen
but also by how they are arranged. Words, used by a poet, affect us emotionally as do
colors in a painting by Michelangelo or the notes in a Bach concerto. Yahweh, the Poet of
all Poets, has composed a masterpiece in prose and verse, presented to those who will
transfigure their standard way of reading into a mediatorial way of reading; to those who
will become keenly sensitive to the individual words used and not used; to their meanings
and to their placements; to those who will open their eyes and hearts to the many beautiful
figure of speeches used in his Word. Adonai's words are precious gems that speak a royal
language; words which overflow with meaning, full of emotion, transporting us into a
living, breathing, heavenly world, where only a very few will visit in its fullness, such as
did Isaiah when he declared, "Woe to me!—for I am undone."1 Yahweh's Word and words
are an epic; epic because the Word of Yahweh is a lengthy narrative poem, elevated in
language, celebrating the adventures and achievements of legendary heroes.
The definition of drama is, "a composition in prose or verse, adapted to be acted upon a
stage, in which a story is related by means of dialogue and action, and is represented with
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Isa 6:5 ¶ Then said I—Woe to me!—for I am undone, Because, a man of unclean lips, am, I, And, in the midst of a people of
unclean lips, do, I, dwell,—For, the King, Yahweh of hosts, have mine eyes seen!
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accompanying gesture, costume, and scenery, as in real life."2 Is not this the very Word of
Yahweh? The Word of Yahweh is not just a simple instruction manual for living life; it is
not just an epic, as was Homer's Odyssey but rather it is 'The Epic,' the lengthy narrative
poem of Creation, Destruction and Redemption; it is not just a Drama, as was
Shakespeare's Hamlet but rather it is 'The Drama,' a composition in prose of Life and
Death, Love and Hate, a Father and his family presented in all of their grandeur
accompanied by eloquent costumes and exotic sceneries. The words of Yahweh are poetry
in motion.
E. W. Bullinger wrote, "The Word of Yahweh may, in one respect, be compared to the
earth. All things necessary to life and sustenance may be obtained by scratching the
surface of the earth: but there are treasures of beauty and wealth to be obtained by digging
deeper into it. So it is with the Word of Yahweh, "All things necessary to life and
godliness" lie upon its surface for the humblest saint: but, beneath the surface are "great
spoils" which are found only by those who seek after them as for "hid treasure.""3 A lover
of words is a philologist; philo loving plus logos speech. Two individuals who reverently
loved each individual word that came from the lips of our Father, were E. W. Bullinger
and Joseph Rotherham.4 These will be our guides into a world composed of 'Words,' a
profound world, created by the Creator. Joseph Rotherham's Bible is the absolute best
representation of this world of words, the Hebrew and Greek text being the actual world.5
He has presented our Father's words in their poetic fashion as they were written in the
texts. E. W. Bullinger's book, 'Figures of Speech Used in the Bible,' is a treasure chest of
great wealth, which we will open, enabling us to behold the wonder of figures and their
meanings. His figures of speech are his way of marking, underlining and highlighting what
is important.
A man can stand in wonder gazing at the heavens, which testifies to the Creator but they
will not tell us his name. One can hear the song of a bird, which also testifies to the
Creator, but it will not tell us of Paradise. One can smell the fragrance of a lily but the lily
will not tell us of the Messiah. One can feel the warmth of the sun, from which life issues
but the sun will not tell us how it was created, which leads us back to the question, 'What
will?' The words of Yahweh will! They are profound, holy, perfect in order and
arrangement, words which came forth from the very lips of the Poet or all Poets, our
beloved Creator, Adonai Yahweh!

Words
The purpose of language is meaning. John Locke, in the 1700's, wrote on the meaning of
words by saying, "Words are sensible signs necessary for communication. Man, though he
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have great variety of thoughts, and such, from which others, as well as himself, might
receive profit and delight; yet they are all within his own breast, invisible, and hidden from
others, nor can of themselves be made appear. The comfort, and advantage of society, not
being to be had without communication of thoughts, it was necessary, that man should find
out some external sensible signs, whereof those invisible ideas, which his thoughts are
made up of, might be made known to others. For this purpose, nothing was so fit, either for
plenty or quickness, as those articulate sounds, which with so much ease and variety, he
found himself able to make. Thus we may conceive how words, which were by nature so
well adapted to that purpose, come to be made use of by men, as the signs of their ideas;
not by any natural connection, that there is between particular articulate sounds and certain
ideas, for then there would be but one language amongst all men; but by a voluntary
imposition, whereby such a word is made arbitrarily the mark of such an idea. The use
then of words, is to be sensible marks of ideas; and the ideas they stand for, are their
proper and immediate signification.
Words are the sensible signs of his ideas who uses them. The use men have of these marks,
being either to record their own thoughts for the assistance of their own memory; or as it
were, to bring out their ideas, and lay them before the view of others: words in their
primary and immediate signification, stand for nothing, but the ideas in the mind of him
that uses them, how imperfectly so ever, or carelessly those ideas are collected from the
things, which they are supposed to represent. When a man speaks to another, it is that he
may be understood; and the end of speech is, that those sounds, as marks, may make
known his ideas to the hearer..."6
Another individual stated, "Language is a unified system of symbols that permits the
sharing of meaning. A symbol stands for, or represents, something else. Words are
symbols, and thus words represent things. Notice the words represent and stand for rather
than are. This is a very important distinction. Words stand for, or represent, things but are
not the things they stand for. Words are spoken sounds or the written representations of
sounds that we have agreed will stand for something else.
The process of communication involves using words to help create meanings and
expectations. However, as important as words are in representing and describing objects
and ideas, meaning is not stamped on them. Meanings are in people, not in words. Even a
common word such as cat can bring to mind meanings ranging from a fluffy Angora to a
sleek leopard. Yahweh's goal in communicating with us is to have his and our meanings
overlap, so that we can view his masterful painting in its fullness. Thus, to receive
communication from Yahweh in its fullness, we must learn the meaning of his words, his
arrangement of words and his figures of speech used in his Word."
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Whether "sayings" or "words," a revelation, in writing, is impossible apart from words;
hence the importance of studying, not merely the Word of Yahweh as a whole, but the
actual words and their arrangements, as they were given to us.7 Hence the importance of
our great subject, on how to study the "Words" and their "Arrangements," which come
from the very mouth of Yahweh,8 enabling us to discover the very mind and thoughts of
Yahweh, who is revealing Himself in his words and their arrangements.

Special Words
Yahweh has given us words that have only one meaning and he has given words that have
multiple meanings. Yahweh gave us the Hebrew noun, shemesh,9 which means and is
translated, sun. This noun has one meaning unless it is used as a figure. Every language
has a word for the sun. Yahweh has also given us the noun, 'ruah,' which has been
translated into English as, spirit, breathe, wind etc. We should ask ourselves, why didn't
Yahweh give us one word for the wind and a different word for breath and a different
word for spirit, as we have in the English language. He has the ability to create a word for
each noun listed above but chose rather to use his one Hebrew word 'ruah' for all three
nouns. Why? What has he communicated to us by doing so? By using one word to express
many ideas, he has informed us that all the nouns that are expressed by ruah have
something in common. They all are an invisible force or power or air in motion. We must
learn this lesson when studying Yahweh's words that have many different usages; nephesh
(soul) being another example. The different usages will expose a common thread that ties
them all together; a puzzle that must be constructed to view the entire picture. That
Yahweh has such words is no accident or oversight but rather he has a designed purpose to
teach us his thoughts, fully. Which one of the three English nouns (wind, breath, spirit)
best expresses the Hebrew word, 'ruah?' None of them, which is why we must use the
Hebrew word, 'ruah' to express 'ruah' in order that we comprehend fully Yahweh's
complete meaning!
Yahweh has also spoken to us in figures of speech, in order for us to obtain additional
meaning; figures of speech being the way Yahweh is underlining (highlighting) a part of
scripture. For example, Yahweh uses the word, 'Verily,' which is the Greek word,
'Amen.'10 In the Gospel of John, Yahoshua would begin a sentence by saying, 'Verily,
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When, of course, we speak of the "words" it must be borne in mind that we mean Hebrew and Greek words; for in these, the
original languages, have the words been given to us.
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commanded him. (Ex. 19:7)
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281 ἀμήν amen am-ane’ The OT uses the term in relation to both individuals and the community 1. to confirm the
acceptance of tasks whose performance depends on God’s will, {#1Ki 1:36 } 2. to confirm the application of divine threats or
curses, {#Nu 5:22 } and 3. to attest the praise of God in response to doxology. {#1Ch 16:36 } In every case acknowledgment of
what is valid or binding is implied. In Judaism Amen is widely used, e.g., in response to praises, to the Aaronic blessing of #Nu
6:24ff., to vows, and to prayers. It denotes concurrence, or in the case of a vow commitment, or at the end of one’s own prayer
the hope for its fulfilment. TDNT
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Verily,' which is the figure, Geminatio (Doubling),11 which means the word is repeated in
close and immediate succession. The word 'verily' is also a figure called, Asterismos
(Indicating),12 which means the calling attention to by making a star or mark. Using
'Verily' in a sentence directs our eye and heart to some particular point or subject, such as
would the words, 'Lo!' and 'Behold!' Most newer Bible translations have removed, 'Verily,
Verily,' thereby omitting Yahweh's figure of speech Doubling, and replaced it with 'I tell
you the truth,' writing it only once instead of twice.

Poetry in Words & Word Arrangements
Words are vehicles that transport meaning. For example, the sentence, "I am very afraid"
denotes great fear but this sentence presented in a different manner, such as, "Fear has
swallowed me," denotes even more meaning, not only by the words selected and the order
they have been arranged but also the figure of speech employed. The selection of the
words that are used signifies meaning, as well as the arrangement of the selection of
words. For example, we will examine the words used and their arrangement in Job 3:3.
Rotherham translated this section of scripture as, 'Perish the day wherein I was born, and
the night it was said, Lo! a manchild!' which is accurate according to the Hebrew text.13 In
contrast, the NIV Bible paraphrases this line by writing, "May the day of my birth perish,
and the night it was said, ‘A boy is born!" The underlying meaning of this verse is still
present in the NIV paraphrase but the full emotion and full meaning is lost by its word
usage and rearrangement of the word order, that was placed by Yahweh in the Hebrew
text. Yahweh began the verse with the word 'Perish,' which is very emphatic and
emotional. And what is to perish but the very day that Job was born and perish also the
very night when it was said; what was said? A manchild? No, but rather 'Lo! a manchild.'
'Lo' is used to direct attention to the presence or approach of something, or to what is
about to be said; Lo = Look! See! Behold! The Hebrew words used for man-child are
geber14 and harah.15 Geber means, man, strong man, warrior (emphasizing strength or
ability to fight) and harah means to conceive, become pregnant. Man-child is a very
descriptive translation of geber and harah, which Young's Bible also uses. Most of all the
newer Bible translations have translated these two words as 'A boy is born,' or 'A male
child is conceived.' The majority of Bibles have rearranged the Hebrew words, in verse
three, thereby losing the full meaning of the verse and it's poetic beauty, making the verse
prosaic.
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Figures of Speech Unsed in the Bible by E. W. Bullinger; pg. 189
Figures of Speech Unsed in the Bible by E. W. Bullinger; pg. 926

אבד י ֭וֹם ִאָוּ ֶ֣לד ֑בּוֹ וְ ַה ַ ֥לּ ָיְלה ָ֜א ַ֗מר ֣הֹ ָרה ָ ֽג ֶבר׃
ַ ֹ ( ֣יJob 3:3 WTT) Hebrew is read from right to left. Accurate

information can be attained from BibleWorks 9 software.
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01397  רבגgeber gheh’- ber 1) man, strong man, warrior (emphasising strength or ability to fight)
15
02029  הרהharah haw-raw’ 1) to conceive, become pregnant, bear, be with child, be conceived, progenitor
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Poetic changed to Prosaic
The public has encouraged Bible publishers to create new translations, such as the NIV
and NLT, that remove a considerable amount of Yahweh's poetry, his arrangement of
words and his figures of speech, making it prosaic. Yahweh is the Poet, the master writer
and composer of verse and prose. Words are the paint upon his canvas but many people do
not like or desire poetry and figures of speech. They prefer prosaic writing. (Prosaic is an
adjective that is defined as lacking poetic beauty, feeling, or imagination; plain, matter-offact.) This fact is illustrated by observing how the popular Bible translations, of today,
recorded Job 3:3;
Perish, the day wherein I was born, and the night it was said, Lo! a manchild! (Roth..)
Let the day of my birth be erased, and the night I was conceived. (NLT)
May the day of my birth perish, and the night it was said, ‘A boy is born! (NIV)
The changing of Job 3:3 is just an example of what is done throughout the whole Word of
Yahweh. The majority of people have paid book publishers to remove Yahweh's poetic
expression of words, their spiritual order and his figures of speech; words and orders that
resound with emotion, feeling, imagination and meaning into words that are plain, matterof-fact, placed in a normal everyday order, thereby losing, in part, the fullness of the ideas
Yahweh was desiring to communicate to us.

Verse & Prose
Many of us understand poetry to be verse and not prose, which is incorrect. Owen
Barfield, a famous writer discusses this topic in detail by writing, "At the opposite pole to
the wide sense in which I have been using the phrase ' poetic diction', stands the narrowest
one, according to which it signifies 'language which can be used in verse but not in prose'.
This artificial identification of the words poetry and poetic with metrical form is certainly
of long standing in popular use; but it has rarely been supported by those who have written
on the subject.' As Verse is an excellent word for metrical writing of all kinds, whether
poetic or unpoetic, and Prose for un-metrical writing, in this book the formal literary
distinction is drawn between verse and prose; whereas that between poetry, poetic on the
one hand and prosaic on the other is a spiritual one, not confined to literature. The
meanings which I attach to these latter words should already be fairly clear from the
foregoing chapters. I will, however, add four definite examples:
On the roof
Of an itinerant vehicle I sate
With vulgar men about me...
is verse, and at the same time prosaic.
6

The crows and choughs that wing the midway air
Show scarce so gross as beetles; half way down
Hangs one that gathers samphire, dreadful trade!
Methinks he seems no bigger than his head.
is verse and at the same time poetry.
I told the butcher to leave two and a half pounds of best topside.
is prose and at the same time prosaic.
Behold now this vast city, a city of refuge ...
is prose and at the same time poetry or poetic.
But if those writers who have seriously set out to discuss and define poetry have very
rarely made metre their criterion, yet, for historical reasons, most of the poetry with which
they have actually had to deal has, in fact, been in metrical form; and it is this, in all
probability, which has given rise to the terminological confusion.
All literatures are, in their infancy, metrical, that is to say, based on a more or less
regularly recurring rhythm. Thus, unless we wish to indulge all sorts of fanciful and highly
logomorphic' notions, we are obliged to assume that the earliest verse-rhythms were 'given'
by Nature in the same way as the earliest 'meaning'. And this is comprehensible enough.
Nature herself is perpetually rhythmic. Just as the myths still live on in a ghostly life as
fables after they have died as real meaning, so the old rhythmic human consciousness of
Nature (it should rather be called a participation than a consciousness) lives on as the
tradition of metrical form. We can only understand the origin of metre by going back to
the ages when men were conscious, not merely in their heads, but in the beating of their
hearts' and the pulsing of their blood—when thinking was not merely of Nature, but was
Nature herself.
It is only at a later stage that prose (= not-verse) comes naturally into being out of the
growth of that rational principle which, with its sense-bound, abstract thoughts, divorces
man's consciousness from the life of Nature. In our own language, for example, it is only
during the last three centuries that there has grown up any considerable body of prose, on
which the critic could work. Consequently, the derivation from prose (= not-verse) of the
adjective prosaic ( =not-poetic) is not accidental. On the contrary, it is a record of certain
historical facts. And yet we are wrong if we deduce from it the apparently logical
conclusion that not-verse = not-poetry. Why? The question can only be answered
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historically, and in connection with other questions, such as that which has just been
discussed, of the responsibility of individuals for poetic values."16

Yahweh's Emphases, Figures of Speech
Yahweh marks (highlights or underlines) his Book with figures of speech. Applied to
words, a figure denotes some form which a word or sentence takes, different from its
ordinary and natural form. This is always for the purpose of giving additional force, more
life, intensified feeling, and greater emphasis. For example, Revelation 5:12 could read,
"...Worthy, is Yahoshua that hath been slain, to receive the power, and riches, and wisdom,
and might, and honour, and glory, and blessing," but it does not say Yahoshua but rather,
'The Lamb.' Calling Yahoshua, 'The Lamb,' which is the figure, hypocatastasis,17 brings
additional force, intensified feelings with additional meaning; the lamb sacrifice being part
of the Passover feast. A figure is always used to add force to the truth conveyed, emphasis
to the statement of it, and depth to the meaning of it. Job 3:1 could have read, "At last Job
spoke, and he cursed the day of his birth" (NLT), but it did not. What came from the
mouth of Yahweh was, "After this, opened Job his mouth, and cursed his day." Yahweh
has emphasized this verse by using the figure, 'opened his mouth' for speaking. This figure
is called, 'synechoche,' or 'transfer;' the exchange of one idea for another associated idea.18
To 'open the mouth' is also an idioma; a Hebraism, used for speaking at length or with
great solemnity, liberty, or freedom.19 The NLT Bible has removed meaning from this
verse by removing Yahweh's mark (figure of speech), 'opened Job his mouth.'
"There is much in the Holy Scriptures, which we find hard to understand: nay, much that
we seem to understand so fully as to imagine that we have discovered in it some difficulty
or inconsistency. Yet the truth is, that passages of this kind are often the very parts of the
Bible in which the greatest instruction is to be found: and, more than this, the instruction is
to be obtained in the contemplation of the very difficulties by which at first we are startled.
This is the intention of these apparent inconsistencies. The expressions are used, in order
that we may mark them, dwell upon them, and draw instruction out of them. Things are
put to us in a strange way, because, if they were put in a more ordinary way, we should not
notice them."20 (See Appendix A for more information on Figures of Speech.) For
example, Yahoshua, in John 6:53, proclaims, "...Verily, verily, I say unto you—Except ye
eat the flesh of the Son of Man, and drink his blood, ye have not life within yourselves." Is
this statement presented in a strange way; did it get our attention? (The book, 'Figures of
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Speech Used in the Bible' can be freely downloaded at Internet Archive:
http://archive.org/details/cu31924029277047)

Conclusion
The purpose of this article is to awaken those who, as Jeremiah, would say,
"Thy words, were found, and I did eat them,
Then became thy words unto me, the joy and gladness of my heart..."
(Jer. 15:16)
Yahweh's words and arrangement of these words and his figures of speech are best
preserved in Rotherham's Emphasized Bible, which I will use as our guide. (The software
version of the Rotherham Bible is helpful but to observe the greatness of Yahweh's poetry,
you must use Rotherham's actual Emphasized Bible, as presented in its poetic format. I
have attached two pages from his Bible for your viewing. (See Appendix C & D) You can
download the entire PDF version of his Bible at our website.)21 A pleasurable exercise
would be to go through every book of Yahweh's Word and find for yourself the poetic
beauty that breaks forth from its very pages. Stop and meditate upon the words used in a
single verse of scripture, study their arrangement and count the many figure of speeches in
the verse; observe and study Yahweh's living organisms as one would a garden of living
flowers, examining the flowers hue, petals, stames and ovaries, smelling the aroma of life.
Our Father's words are held in higher esteem that any flower , which will fade away,
because his words will never fade away. His words are living, breathing organisms that
penetrate our very thoughts, will and emotions. Our Father will open our understanding to
his words of life, when we ask him, when we seek his help, when we humbly receive his
words with reverence, curiosity and appetite;
"Be asking, and it shall be given you
Be seeking, and ye shall find,
Be knocking, and it shall be opened unto you.
For, whosoever asketh, receiveth,
And, he that seeketh, findeth,
And, to him that knocketh, shall it be opened.
(Mt. 7:7-8)

(For illustrations of the Poetry in our Father's Word, read Part 2.)
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Appendix A
Figures of Speech Used in the Bible
by
E. W. Bullinger

Figures in General
A figure is simply a word or a sentence thrown into a peculiar form, different from
its original or simplest meaning or use. These forms are constantly used by every speaker
and writer. It is impossible to hold the simplest conversation, or to write a few sentences
without, it may be unconsciously, making use of figures. We may say, "the ground needs
rain:" that is a plain, cold, matter-of-fact statement; but if we say " the ground is thirsty,"
we immediately use a figure. It is nor true to fact, and therefore it must be a figure. But
how true to feeling it is! how full of warmth and life! Hence, we say, "the crops suffer;"
we speak of "a hard heart," "a rough man," "an iron will." In all these cases we take a word
which has a certain, definite meaning, and apply the name, or the quality, or the act, to
some other thing with which it is associated, by time or place, cause or effect, relation or
resemblance.
Some figures are common to many languages; others are peculiar to some one
language. There are figures used in the English language, which have nothing that answers
to them in Hebrew or Greek; and there are Oriental figures which have no counterpart in
English; while there are some figures in various languages, arising from human infirmity
and folly, which find, of course, no place in the word of Yahweh.
It may be asked, "How are we to know, then, when words are to be taken in their
simple, original form (i.e., literally), and when they are to be taken in some other and
peculiar form (i.e., as a Figure)? "The answer is that, whenever and wherever it is possible,
the words of Scripture are to be understood literally, but when a statement appears to be
contrary to our experience, or to known fact, or revealed truth; or seems to be at variance
with the general teaching of the Scriptures, then we may reasonably expect that some
figure is employed. And as it is employed only to call our attention to some specially
designed emphasis, we are at once bound to diligently examine the figure for the purpose
of discovering and learning the truth that is thus emphasized.
From non-attention to these Figures, translators have made blunders as serious as
they are foolish. Sometimes they have translated the figure literally, totally ignoring its
existence; sometimes they have taken it fully into account, and have translated, not
according to the letter, but according to the spirit sometimes they have taken literal words
and translated them figuratively. Commentators and interpreters, from inattention to the
figures, have been led astray from the real meaning of many important passages of
Yahweh's Word; while ignorance of them has been the fruitful parent of error and false
doctrine. It may be truly said that most of the gigantic errors of Rome, as well as the
erroneous and conflicting views of the Lord's People, have their root and source, either in
figuratively explaining away passages which should be taken literally, or in taking literally
what has been thrown into a peculiar form or Figure of language: thus, not only falling into
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error, but losing the express teaching, and missing the special emphasis which the
particular Figure was designed to impart to them.
This is an additional reason for using greater exactitude and care when we are
dealing with the words of Yahweh. Man's words are scarcely worthy of such study. Man
uses figures, but often at random and often in ignorance or in error. But "the words of
Yahweh are pure words." All His works are perfect, and when Yahweh takes up and uses
human words, He does so, we may be sure, with unerring accuracy, infinite wisdom, and
perfect beauty.
We may well, therefore, give all our attention to ''the words which Yahweh teaches."

Introduction to Figures of Speech Used in the Bible
Yahweh has been pleased to give us the revelation of His mind and will in words. It
is therefore absolutely necessary that we should understand not merely the meanings of the
words themselves, but also the laws which govern their usage and combinations.
All language is governed by law; but, in order to increase the power of a word, or
the force of an expression, these laws are designedly departed from, and words and
sentences are thrown into, and used in, new forms, or figures.
The ancient Greeks reduced these new and peculiar forms to science, and gave
names to more than two hundred of them.
The Romans carried forward this science: but with the decline of learning in the
Middle Ages, it practically died out. A few writers have since then occasionally touched
upon it briefly, and have given a few trivial examples: but the knowledge of this ancient
science is so completely forgotten, that its very name today is used in a different sense and
with almost an opposite meaning.
These manifold forms which words and sentences assume were called by the Greeks
Schema and by the Romans, Figura. Both words have the same meaning, viz., a shape or
figure. When we speak of a person as being "a figure" we mean one who is dressed in
some peculiar style, and out of the ordinary manner. The Greek word Schema is found in 1
Cor. 7:31, "The fashion of this world passeth away"; Phil. 2: 8, "being found in fashion as
a man." The Latin word Figura is from the verb fingere, to form, and has passed into the
English language in the words figure, transfigure, configuration, effigy, feint, feign, etc.,
etc.
We use the word figure now in various senses. Its primitive meaning applies to any
marks, lines, or outlines, which make a form or shape. Arithmetical figures are certain
marks or forms which represent numbers (1, 2, 3, etc.). All secondary and derived
meanings of the word "figure" retain this primitive meaning.
Applied to words, a figure denotes some form which a word or sentence takes,
different from its ordinary and natural form. This is always for the purpose of giving
additional force, more life, intensified feeling, and greater emphasis. Whereas to-day
"Figurative language" is ignorantly spoken of as though it made less of the meaning, and
deprived the words of their power and force. A passage of Yahweh's Word is quoted; and
it is met with the cry, " Oh, that is figurative" — implying that its meaning is weakened, or
11

that it has quite a different meaning, or that it has no meaning at all. But the very opposite
is the case. For an unusual form (figura) is never used except to add force to the truth
conveyed, emphasis to the statement of it, and depth to the meaning of it. When we apply
this science then to Yahweh's words and to Divine truths, we see at once that no branch of
Bible study can be more important, or offer greater promise of substantial reward.
It lies at the very root of all translation; and it is the key to true interpretation... As
the course of language moves smoothly along, according to the laws which govern it, there
is nothing by which it can awaken or attract our attention. It is as when we are traveling by
railway. As long as everything proceeds according to the regulations we notice nothing;
we sleep, or we read, or meditate as the case may be. But, let the train slacken its speed, or
make an unexpected stop;—we immediately hear the question asked, "What is the matter?"
"What are we stopping for?" We hear one window go down and then another: attention is
thoroughly aroused, and interest excited. So it is exactly with our reading. As long as all
proceeds smoothly and according to law we notice nothing. But suddenly there is a
departure from some law, a deviation from the even course—an unlooked for change—our
attention is attracted, and we at once give our mind to discover why the words have been
used in a new form, what the particular force of the passage is, and why we are to put
special emphasis on the fact stated or on the truth conveyed. In fact, it is not too much to
say that, in the use of these figures, we have, as it were, Yahweh's own markings of our
Bibles.
This is the most important point of all. For it is "...not in words taught of human
wisdom, but in such as are taught of ruah (spirit), by spiritual words, spiritual things,
explaining," are to be understood. The natural man cannot understand the Word of
Yahweh. It is foolishness unto him. A man may admire a sun-dial, he may marvel at its
use, and appreciate the cleverness of its design; he may be interested in its carved-work, or
wonder at the mosaics or other beauties which adorn its structure: but, if he holds a lamp in
his hand or any other light emanating from himself or from this world, he can make it any
hour he pleases, and he will never be able to tell the time of day. Nothing but the light
from Yahweh's sun in the Heavens can tell him that. So it is with the Word of Yahweh.
The natural man may admire its structure, or be interested in its statements; he may study
its geography, its history, yea, even its prophecy; but none of these things will reveal to
him his relation to time and eternity. Nothing but the light that cometh from Heaven.
Nothing but the Sun of Righteousness can tell him that. It may be said of the Bible,
therefore, as it is of the New Jerusalem—"The Lamb is the light thereof."
On this foundation, then, we have prosecuted this work. And on these lines we have
sought to carry it out.
We are dealing with the words "that proceed from the mouth of Yahweh." All His
works are perfect. "The words of Yahweh are pure words;" human words, indeed, words
pertaining to this world, but purified as silver is refined in a furnace. Therefore we must
study every word, and in so doing we shall soon learn to say with Jeremiah 15:16, " Thy
WORDS were found, and 1 did eat them; and Thy Word was unto me the joy and rejoicing
of mine heart . . ."
12

It is clear, therefore, that no branch of Bible-study can be more important: and yet
we may truly say that there is no branch of it which has been so utterly neglected.
In the absence of any known authoritative arrangement of the Figures, we have grouped
them in this work under three great natural divisions:
I. Figures which depend for their peculiarity on any Omission: in which something is
omitted in the words themselves or in the sense conveyed by them (Elliptical Figures).
II. Figures which depend on any Addition,
III. Figures which depend on Change, or Alteration in the usage, order, or application of
words.
Thomas Boys has well said (Commentary, 1 Pet. 3.), "There is much in the Holy
Scriptures, which we find it hard to understand: nay, much that we seem to understand so
fully as to imagine that we have discovered in it some difficulty or inconsistency. Yet the
truth is, that passages of this kind are often the very parts of the Bible in which the greatest
instruction is to be found: and, more than this, the instruction is to be obtained in the
contemplation of the very difficulties by which at first we are startled. This is the intention
of these apparent inconsistencies. The expressions are used, in order that we may mark
them, dwell upon them, and draw instruction out of them. Things are put to us in a strange
way, because, if they were put in a more ordinary way, we should not notice them."
This is true, not only of mere difficulties as such, but especially of all Figures: i.e.,
of all new and unwonted forms of words and speech: and our design in this work is that we
should learn to notice them and gain the instruction they were intended to give us. The
Word of Yahweh may, in one respect, be compared to the earth. All things necessary to
life and sustenance may be obtained by scratching the surface of the earth: but there are
treasures of beauty and wealth to be obtained by digging deeper into it. So it is with the
Bible. * ' All things necessary to life and godliness " lie upon its surface for the humblest
saint; but, beneath that surface are " great spoils " which are found only by those who seek
after them as for "hid treasure."
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Appendix B
Wherefore unto the toilworn gives He light?
Or life [prolongs] to the embittered soul?
(To those who look for death that cometh not,
And seek for it as those who treasure seek,
Who would rejoice with exultation—yea!
Be glad indeed, if they could find the grave).
The grave—'Tis for the man whose way is hid,
For him whom Eloah hath hedged round about.

(A New Metrical Version)
JOB'S LAMENTATION
(3: 3-26)

Perish the day when born I was to be,
Or night which said a man-child is brought forth.
That day ! may it be darkness evermore;
Let not Eloah care for it above,
And let not light shed on it one clear ray.
Let darkness stain it and the shade of death.
Let densest clouds upon it settle down;
Let gathering darkness fill it with alarm.
That night ! Let darkness take it for its own;
Be it not joyous, mid the other days,
Nor come into the number of the months.
Lo! let that night be cheerless evermore;
And let no joyful sound be heard therein.
Let those engaged in banning days curse this;
Those ready e'en to rouse Leviathan.
Let all the twilight stars thereof be dark:
Let it look forth for light, but look in vain;
Nor ever see the eyelids of the dawn.

For sighing cometh in, in place of food,
My groanings are like water poured forth.
For, that which I so feared bath come on me,
And what I dreaded, that bath come to me.
I was not careless; nor did feel secure;
Nor rested without thought: yet, trouble came.
(See the Companion Bible for the additional
chapters.)

Because it shut not up my mother's womb,
And from mine eyes hid all this misery.
Why should I not have died within the womb?
Or, when brought forth, why not have then expired?
Wherefore were [nursing] knees prepared for me?
Or why were breasts [prepared] that I should suck?

For then, in silence had I been laid down;
I should have sunk to sleep and been at rest
With monarchs and with counsellors of Earth;
(The men who build their mouldering monuments),

With princes who [in life] possessed much- gold,
(And who, with silver, had their houses filled).
Would I had been but an untimely birth,
Like stillborn babes which never see the light.
For there the wicked cause no more annoy.
And there the wearied ones [at last] find rest:
Together with them captives find repose,
And hear no more the harsh taskmasters' voice.
The small and great alike are gathered there; The
servant from his masters is set free.
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The Poet of Poets, Our Creator
(The Exquisite Poetry of Yahweh)

Part 2
Illustrations of our Father's Poetry
I will present a verse in it's poetic format, which is taken from Rotherham's Emphasized
Bible. I will underline words that are emphatic in the Hebrew text, according to
Rotherham. Many of the figures of speech that occur in the verse, I will note at the first
and then I will start asking you to find the figures yourself, which will exercise your
observation. (E. W. Bullinger classified 217 figures of speech, which can be
overwhelming. I have drawn upon 26 of the most common figures and presented them in
English in Appendix A. I suggest that you print these out and use them as a simple
reference for this adventure into words and their usages.) The prosaic (plain and matter-offact) version of the verse taken from the NLT version, will be lastly presented for
comparison with the poetic. This comparison will illustrate how the new Bible translations
are removing many of Yahweh's highlights by removing many of his figures of speech.
Also notice how the new translations rearranged Yahweh's word order and notice their
chose of words chosen to represent Yahweh's Hebrew words. These material changes to
the text are designed to make the readings plain and matter-of-fact (prosaic), as requested
by the public. The prosaic version will help us see the many times unseen figures of
speech.
(Genesis 1:2)
Now, the earth, had become waste [to’- hoo] and wild [bo’- hoo] , and
darkness was on the face22 of the roaring deep23,
but, the ruah of Elohim,
was brooding24 on the face of the waters.
Tohu bohu is the figure Paronomasis (Repetition of Words), meaning the repetition of
words similar in sound, but not necessarily in sense. Face is the figure of speech,
Pleonasm, meaning when more words are used than the grammar requires. Brooding is an
exact rendering of the Hebrew word rachaph.
"The earth was formless and empty, and darkness covered the deep waters. And the Spirit
of God was hovering over the surface of the waters" (NLT).

22

06440  םינפpaniym paw-neem’ pl. (but always as sing.) of an unused noun  הנפpaneh paw-neh’ face
08415  םוהתtᵉhowm teh-home’ or  םהתtᵉhom teh-home’ deep, depths, deep places, abyss, the deep, sea
24
07363  ףחרrachaph raw-khaf’ hover. This verb Occurs only in the Piel. {#Ge 1:2 De 32:11 } De 32:11 As, an eagle, stirreth
up his nest, Over his young ones, fluttereth,—Spreadeth abroad his wings, taketh one, Beareth it up on his pinions,
23

38

(Exodus 1:7)
But, the sons of Israel were fruitful,
and swarmed25
and multiplied
and waxed mighty,
with, exceeding vigour26,
so that the land was filled with them.
The figure polysyndeton is used meaning the repetition of the word 'and' at the beginning of
successive clauses. The words fruitful, swarmed and multiplied is the figure synonymia
meaning the repetition of words similar in sense, but different in sound and origin.
"But their descendants, the Israelites, had many children and grandchildren. In fact, they
multiplied so greatly that they became extremely powerful and filled the land" (NLT).
(Leviticus 1:1-2)
Then called he unto Moses,
and Yahweh spake unto him, out of the tent of meeting, saying:
Speak thou unto the sons of Israel, and thou shalt say unto them
When, any man, would bring near27 from among you an oblation28, unto Yahweh,
from the beasts,
from the herd or
from the flock,
shall ye bring near your oblation.
Then called he unto Moses implies a previous conversation making us ask, 'What was it
and who is He.' Bring near is the Hebrew word qarab, the derivative of which is the
Hebrew word, qorban, which is translated oblation, which denotes that which is brought
near. The Hebrew name of Leviticus is Vayyikra, being the first word, 'Then he called.'
"The LORD called to Moses from the Tabernacle and said to him, “Give the following
instructions to the people of Israel. When you present an animal as an offering to the
LORD, you may take it from your herd of cattle or your flock of sheep and goats" (NLT).

25

08317  שׁץרsharats shaw-rats’ Ex 8:3 so shall the river swarm with frogs,
mᵉ‘od mᵉ‘od this word is used twice.
27
07126  ברקqarab kaw-rab’ Basically our root denotes being or coming into the most near and intimate proximity of the
object (qorban, below, is a derivatives of qarab)
28
07133  ןברקqorban kor-bawn’ or  ןברקqurban koor-bawn’ This noun denotes that which is brought near,
26
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(Numbers 6:21)
This, is the law of One Separate,29
what he shall vow,
30
his offering unto Yahweh with respect to his separation,31
besides what his hand may obtain:
as required by the vow that he shall vow, so, must he do,
with respect to the law of his separation.
The Hebrew words naziyr (One Separate) and separation (nezer) are both derivatives of
'nazar,' the meaning of which is to separate. Vow is used three times, three denotes
completeness, signifying Divine perfection and completeness.
"This is the ritual law of the Nazirites, who vow to bring these offerings to the LORD.
They may also bring additional offerings if they can afford it. And they must be careful
to do whatever they vowed when they set themselves apart as Nazirites" (NLT).
(Deuteronomy 1:12)
How should I carry, by myself,
the fatigue of you and
the burden of you, and
your controversies?
Verse nine states, "...I am unable, by myself, to carry you" and verse thirty-one states,
"also in the desert which thou hast seen, where Yahweh thy Elohim carried thee as a
man will carry his son." Numbers 11:12-14 declares, "Did, I, conceive all this people,
or, I, beget them,—that thou shouldest say unto me, Carry them in thy bosom, as a
nursing father carrieth a suckling, unto the soil which thou didst swear unto their
fathers...Unable, am, I, by myself, to carry all this people,—for they are too heavy for
me." Three, the Divine number, is represented in carrying, fatigue, burden and
controveries.
"But you are such a heavy load to carry! How can I deal with all your problems and
bickering" (NLT)?

29

05139  ריזנnaziyr naw-zeer’ or  רזנnazir naw-zeer’ The basic meaning of nazar is to separate.
07133  ןברקqorban kor-bawn’ or  ןברקqurban koor-bawn’ bring near
31
05145  רזנnezer neh’- zer or  רזנnezer nay’- zer separation
30
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(Joshua 1:8)
This scroll of the law must not cease out of thy mouth,
but thou must talk to thyself32 therein, day and night,
that thou mayest take heed to do according to all that is written therein,
for, then, shalt thou make thy way prosperous,
and, then, shalt thou have good success.
Out of thy mouth is the figure metonymy, meaning when one name or noun is used
instead of another, to which it stands in a certain relation. Talk to thyself is the Hebrew
word hagah, which means audible musing (Ps. 1:2).
"Study this Book of Instruction continually. Meditate on it day and night so you will be
sure to obey everything written in it. Only then will you prosper and succeed in all you
do" (NLT).
(Ruth 3:9)
And she said,
I, am Ruth, thy handmaid,33
spread,34 therefore, thy wing35 over thy handmaid,
for, a kinsman,36 thou art.
'Spread, therefore, thy wing over thy handmaid,' means to receive me in the way of
marriage is the figure Euphemismos (Euphemy),37 which changes what is unpleasant
for pleasant. Spread and Wing are the same Hebrew words used in the cherubim
spreading its wings over the Ark of the covenant.38 Handmaid is applied both to literal
slaves and to those who figuratively call themselves by this term as an expression of
humility and submission. The primary meaning of this root of kinsman is to do the part
of a kinsman and thus to redeem his kin from difficulty or danger.
“I am your servant Ruth,” she replied. “Spread the corner of your covering over me,
for you are my family redeemer” (NLT).
32

01897  הגהhagah daw-gaw’ The basic meaning of hagâ and its cognates is a low sound, characteristic of the moaning of a
dove {#Isa 38:14 Isa 59:11 } or the growling of a lion over its prey {#Isa 31:4 } .
33
0519 ‘ המאamah aw-maw’ The term is applied both to literal slaves and to those who figuratively call themselves by this
term as an expression of humility and submission.
34
06566  רפשׂparas paw-ras’ spread
35
03671  ףנכkanaph kaw-nawf’ wing, extremity, edge, winged, border, corner, shirt
36
01350  לאגga’al gaw-al’ to redeem, act as kinsman-redeemer, avenge, revenge, ransom, do the part of a kinsman
37
Figures of Speech Used in the Bible by E W Bullinger; pg. 685
38
Ex 25:20 And the cherubim shall be spreading [paras] out two wings [kanaph] on high—making a shelter with their wings
over the propitiatory, with their faces, one towards the other,—towards the propitiatory, shall be the faces of the cherubim.
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(1 Samuel 1:11)
And she vowed a vow, and said
Yahweh of hosts!
If thou wilt, look, upon the humiliation of thy handmaid,39
And remember me,
And not forget thy handmaid,
But wilt give unto thy handmaid a man-child,40
Then will I give him unto Yahweh, all the days of his life,
And no, razor, shall come upon his head.
The figure, 'And remember me, And not forget thy handmaid,' is called, Pleonasm
(Redundancy),41 which is when more words are used than the grammar requires. The
term, handmaid, is applied both to literal slaves and to those who figuratively call
themselves by this term as an expression of humility and submission and is used three
times, a divine number.
"And she made this vow: “O LORD of Heaven’s Armies, if you will look upon my
sorrow and answer my prayer and give me a son, then I will give him back to you. He
will be yours for his entire lifetime, and as a sign that he has been dedicated to the
LORD, his hair will never be cut" (NLT).

(2 Chronicles 36:23 & Ezra 1:2)
Thus, saith Cyrus, king of Persia,
All the kingdoms of the earth,
hath Yahweh Elohim of the heavens, given to me,
and, he himself, hath laid charge upon me,
to build for him a house,42
in Jerusalem, which is in Judah.
A house (bayith) is not a palace (heykal),43 temple, nave or sanctuary but rather a place to
dwell, the figure being Condescension, meaning the ascribing of human attributes, etc,. to
Yahweh.44 The phrase, "God of the heavens," is always plural. 2 Chronicles, being the end
39

0519 ‘ המאamah aw-maw’ The term is applied both to literal slaves and to those who figuratively call themselves by this
term as an expression of humility and submission.
40
0582 ‘ ונאשׁenowsh en-oshe’ (man); 02233  ערזzera‘ zeh’- rah (Sowing, seed, offspring)
41
Figures of Speech Used in the Bible by E W Bullinger; pg. 417
42
01004  תיבbayith bah’- yith house, dwelling habitation
43
01964  לכיהheykal hay-kawl’ palace, temple, nave, sanctuary
44
Figures of Speech Used in the Bible by E W Bullinger; pg. 871

42

of the Old Testament and not Malachi, makes this sentence even more significant because
Yahweh has also given Yahoshua all the kingdoms of the earth and Yahoshua will also
build Yahweh a house, in Jerusalem during his 1,000 year reign as king.
"This is what King Cyrus of Persia says: “The LORD, the God of heaven, has given me all
the kingdoms of the earth. He has appointed me to build him a Temple at Jerusalem, which
is in Judah" (NLT).
(Nehemiah 1:5-6)
I beseech thee, O Yahweh Elohim of the heavens,
the great and fearful El,
keeping the covenant and lovingkindness for them who love him and
keep his commandments:
Let, I pray thee,
thine ears be attentive46 and
thine eyes open...
45

"I beseech thee" and "I pray thee" that thine ears and thine eyes open... This prayer is
continued through to verse eleven when the request is finally submitted to Yahweh Elohim
of the heavens, which is to grant Nehemiah "compassion before this man" (Artaxerxes).
The figure Condescension is used in the words, ears and eyes.
“O LORD, God of heaven, the great and awesome God who keeps his covenant of
unfailing love with those who love him and obey his commands, listen to my prayer! Look
down and see..." (NLT)
(Esther 6:1)
During that night,
the sleep of the king fled,47
and he commanded to bring in the book of remembrance,48
the chronicles,49
and they were read before the king.
Sleep is personified by saying it fled, which paints a picture of extreme restlessness.
"That night the king had trouble sleeping, so he ordered an attendant to bring the book of
the history of his reign so it could be read to him" (NLT).
45

0577 ‘ אנאanna’ awn-naw’ or ‘ הנאannah awn-naw’ (ah now! I beseech you)
07183  קשׁבqashshab kash-shawb’ or  קשׁבqashshub kash-shoob’ This root denotes the activity of hearing, emphasizing either
paying close attention or obeying (heeding).
47
05074  דדנnadad naw-dad’ to retreat, flee, depart, move, wander abroad, stray, flutter
48
02146  ורכזןzikrown zik-rone’ memorial, reminder, remembrance
49
01697  רבדdabar daw-baw’ speech, word, speaking, thing
46
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(Job 3:3 - 4)
Perish, the day wherein I was born,
and the night it was said,
Lo! a manchild!
That day, be it darkness,
Let not Eloah enquire after it from above,
May there shine upon it no clear beam:50
The forty-two chapters of Job are all poetic. E. W. Bullinger, has written an excellent New
Metrical Version for chapters three through forty-two in his Companion Bible. (See
Appendix B)
“Let the day of my birth be erased, and the night I was conceived. Let that day be turned to
darkness. Let it be lost even to God on high, and let no light shine on it" (NLT).
(No need to illustrate Yahweh's poetry in the books, Psalms and Proverbs.)
(Ecclesiastes 1:2)
Vanity of vanities! saith the Proclaimer,
vanity of vanities!
all, is vanity.
51

Vanity is the Hebrew word, hebel, which means wind or breath and is used five times in
this verse. Five is the number that denotes divine grace.52 The first figure to be used is
Epanadiplosis (Encircling) which is the repetition of the same words or words at the
beginning and end of the sentence.53 The figure, Polyptoton (Many Inflections) is also used
in this verse, which means the repetition of the same part of speech in different
inflections.54
“Everything is meaningless,” says the Teacher, “completely meaningless” (NLT)!
(No need to illustrate Yahweh's poetry in the book, The Song of Songs.)

50

05105  הרהנnᵉharah neh-haw-raw’ used one here; Our word signifies the first ‘rays’ of the morning sun.
01892  לבהhebel heh’bel or (rarely in the abs.)  לבהhabel hab-ale’ The basic meaning of hebel is ‘wind’ or ‘breath.’ This is
illustrated best in #Isa 57:13, ‘The wind (rûah) will carry them off, a breath (hebel) will take them away,’ and #Pr 21:6, ‘The
getting of treasures by a lying tongue is a fleeting vapor (hebel niddap).’
52
Companion Bible; Appendix 10
53
Figures of Speech Used in the Bible by E. W. Bullinger; pg. 247
54
Figures of Speech Used in the Bible by E. W. Bullinger; pg. 284
51
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(Isaiah 1:21)
How, hath she become unchaste!
The city that was Faithful,
Full of justice,
Righteousness lodged in her,
But now murderers!
The figure Ellipsis (Omission) is used, which means a word or words are omitted, the
word being Jerusalem. Judah and Jerusalem are only mentioned in verse one of this
chapter. The figure Prosopopoeia (Personification) is also used, which means things are
represented or spoken of as persons.55
"See how Jerusalem, once so faithful, has become a prostitute. Once the home of justice
and righteousness, she is now filled with murderers" (NLT).
(Jeremiah 1:5)
Before I formed thee at thy birth
I took knowledge of thee,
And, before thy nativity
I hallowed thee,
A prophet to the nations
I appointed thee.
The figure Metonymy (Change of Noun) is used, which is a figure by which one name or
noun is used instead of another, to which it stands in a certain relation.56 "I took knowledge
of thee" represents "cared for and loved thee."
"I knew you before I formed you in your mother’s womb. Before you were born I set you
apart and appointed you as my prophet to the nations" (NLT).

55
56

Figures of Speech Used in the Bible by E. W. Bullinger; pg. 861
Figures of Speech Used in the Bible by E. W. Bullinger; pg. 554
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(Lamentations 1:1)
How is seated alone, the city that abounded with people,
Hath become as a widow,
She who abounded among the nations,
Was a princess among provinces,
Hath come under tribute.
The figure Erotesis (Interrogating), which means, the asking of questions without waiting
for the answer is used in the line that states, "How is seated alone, the city that abounded
with people."57 There are many example of this figure in this book. The figure Ellipsis
(Omission) is also used because of the absents of Jerusalem.
"Jerusalem, once so full of people, is now deserted. She who was once great among the
nations now sits alone like a widow. Once the queen of all the earth, she is now a slave"
(NLT).
(Ezekiel 2:8)
Thou, therefore, son of man,
hear what I, am speaking unto thee,
become not perverse, like the perverse house,
open thy mouth,
and eat that which I, am giving unto thee.
The figure Idioma (Idoiom) means, the common manner of speaking, is used in "eat that
which I am giving unto thee," meaning, consider these words, make them a part of you.
"Son of man, listen to what I say to you. Do not join them in their rebellion. Open your
mouth, and eat what I give you" (NLT).
(Daniel 2:3)
And the king, said to them,
A dream, have I dreamed,
and my spirit is troubled to know the dream.
Dream is used three times which is a divine number. 'My ruah (spirit)' is the figure
Metonymy (Change of Noun) which represents one's life in its manifestations.58
"he said, “I have had a dream that deeply troubles me, and I must know what it means” (NLT).

57
58

Figures of Speech Used in the Bible by E. W. Bullinger; pg. 954
Figures of Speech Used in the Bible by E. W. Bullinger; pg. 545
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(Hosea 1:2)
The beginning of the word of Yahweh with Hosea, was,
that Yahweh said unto Hosea,
Go take thee a woman of unchastity,
and the children of unchastity,
for, unchastely indeed,
hath the land been going away from following Yahweh.
The statement, 'Go take thee a woman of unchastity, and the children of unchastity,' is the figure
Ellipsis (Omission) because the sense of this phrase is to [marry and have sexual intercourse] with the
woman and [beget] children.59 'The Land' is the figure Synecdoche (Transfer) because it is put for a
city.60
"When the LORD first began speaking to Israel through Hosea, he said to him, “Go and marry a
prostitute, so that some of her children will be conceived in prostitution. This will illustrate how Israel
has acted like a prostitute by turning against the LORD and worshiping other gods" (NLT).
(Joel 1:3-4)
Concerning it, to your children, tell ye the story,
and your children,
to their children,
and their children,
to the generation following:
That which was left by the creeping locust,
hath the swarming locust eaten,
and, that which was left by the swarming locust,
hath the grass locust eaten;
and, that which was left by the grass locust,
hath the corn locust eaten.
The figure Climax (Gradation), which means, a ladder, a gradual ascent, a going up by steps, is used
in both verses.61 "It is a beautiful figure, very expressive; and at once attracts our attention to the
importance of a passage." Ellipsis (Omission) is also used throughout these two verses.
"Tell your children about it in the years to come, and let your children tell their children. Pass the
story down from generation to generation. After the cutting locusts finished eating the crops, the
swarming locusts took what was left! After them came the hopping locusts, and then the stripping
locusts, too" (NLT)!

59
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(Amos 1:2)
So then he said
Yahweh, out of Zion, will roar,
And, out of Jerusalem, will utter his voice,
And the pastures of the shepherds, shall mourn,
And the top of Carmel, be dried up.
Roar is the figure, Anthropopatheia (Condescension), which means the ascription of
human (animal) passions, actions or attributes to Yahweh.62 Pastures, as a figure, represent
sheep.
"This is what he saw and heard: "The LORD roars from his Temple on Mount Zion; his
voice thunders from Jerusalem! Suddenly, the lush pastures of the shepherds dry up. All
the grass on Mount Carmel withers and dies” (NLT).
(Obadiah 1:4)
Though thou build high like an eagle,
And though, among the stars, thou set thy nest,
From thence, will I bring thee down,
Declareth Yahweh.
The figure Hyperbole (Exaggeration), which means, more is said than is literally meant.
Sometimes we have Exaggerated Hypotheses, 'among the stars, thou set thy nest,' which is
impossible in itself, but is used to express the greatness of the subject spoken of. This
figure emphasizes the certainty of the coming judgment of Edom.63 Like an eagle is the
figure, Simile (Resemblance).
"But even if you soared as high as eagles and built your nest among the stars, I would
bring you crashing down,” says the LORD" (NLT).
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(Jonah 2:3)
For thou hast cast me
into the deep,
into the heart64 of the seas,
And, a flood,65 enveloped me,
All thy breakers and thy rolling waves,
over me, passed.
Seas is in the plural form, when it should be singular, which is the figure Heterosis
(Exchange of Accidence), which means, the exchange of one voice, mood, tense, person,
number, degree or gender for another.66 Men actually cast him into the deep, but the figure,
'thou,' is used to refer to Yahweh. What figure would, 'heart,' be?67
"You threw me into the ocean depths, and I sank down to the heart of the sea. The mighty
waters engulfed me; I was buried beneath your wild and stormy waves" (NLT).
(Micah 1:3-4)
For lo! Yahweh, coming forth out of his place,
That he may descend, and march along upon the high places of the earth.
Then shall the mountains be melted beneath him,
And, the valleys, be cleft,
As wax before the fire,
As waters poured out in a steep place.
It appears that the mountains and valleys are put for their inhabitants, which would be the
figure, Metonymy (Change of Noun), which means the change of one noun for another
related noun.68 Can you identify the figure, Condescension (ascribing of human attributes,
etc., to Yahweh) in this verse?69
"Look! The LORD is coming! He leaves his throne in heaven and tramples the heights of
the earth. The mountains melt beneath his feet and flow into the valleys like wax in a fire,
like water pouring down a hill" (NLT).

64

03824  בבלlebab lay-bawb’ 1) inner man, mind, will, heart, soul, understanding
05104  רהנnahar naw-hawr’ 1) stream, river
66
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Metonymy (Change of Noun). Heart represents the internal center part of the sea.
68
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Yahweh coming forth, marching and descending.
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(Nahum 1:3)
Yahweh, is slow to anger, but great in vigour,
He will not leave, unpunished,
As for Yahweh, in storm-wind70 and in tempest, is his way,
And, clouds, are the dust of his feet.
There are at least three figures of Omission. Can you identify them?71 Can you identify
what figure, 'feet,' is?72
"The LORD is slow to get angry, but his power is great, and he never lets the guilty go
unpunished. He displays his power in the whirlwind and the storm. The billowing clouds
are the dust beneath his feet" (NLT).
(Habakkuk 1:8)
Then, swifter than leopards, are his horses,
And, more sharply73 they attack, than evening wolves,
And forward have leapt his chargers,74
Yea, his chargers, from afar, will come in,
They will fly as an eagle hath hastened to devour.75
Evening wolves is the figure, Antimereia (Exchange of Parts of Speech), which means the
exchange of one part of speech for another, as a noun for a verb or a verb for a noun;
'evening wolves' is put for 'the wolves of evening.'76 Find the three figures of Resemblance
(Simile), which means a declaration that one thing resembles another; or, comparison by
resemblance.77
"Their horses are swifter than cheetahs and fiercer than wolves at dusk. Their charioteers
charge from far away. Like eagles, they swoop down to devour their prey" (NLT).

70

05492  הפוסcuwphah soo-faw’ It is used of Yahweh’s judgment, {#Ps 73:19 Jer 8:13 Am 3:15 } especially in the end of
things, {#Isa 66:17 Zep 1:2ff } and of the unending annual observation of Purim. {#Es 9:28 }.
71
Yahweh is slow to anger [against them who do evil.] He will not leave [the evildoers] unpunished. As for Yahweh, in stormwind and in tempest, is his way [of executing his punish?]
72
Condescension (ascribing of human attributes, etc., to Yahweh).
73
02300  דדחchadad khaw-dad’ sharp
74
06571  רפשׁparash paw-rawsh’ Both of these translations are covered by the one Hebrew word. The various lexica differ
radically among themselves as to how often and where parash =‘ horse’ and where ‘rider.’ Some have suggested that the proper
translation of parash is always ‘horse’ and if ‘horsemen’ is ever allowable, the reference is to those who were charged with
managing the horses (as in a chariot), not to those who mount for riding (Mowinckel).
75
0398 ‘ לכאakal aw-kal’ The primary meaning of this root is ‘to consume.’ The object consumed depends on the subject.
Predominantly, the subject is man or some animal and therefore the object consumed is some kind of food.
76
Figures of Speech Used in the Bible by E. W. Bullinger; pg. 500
77
swifter than leopards; more sharply they attack, than evening wolves; fly as an eagle
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(Zephaniah 1:14-16)
Near is the great day of Yahweh,
Near, and very speedy,
The noise of the day of Yahweh,
A strong man—there!—bitterly crying out!
A day of indignation,—that day!
Day of danger and distress,
Day of rush, and of crash,
Day of obscurity, and deep gloom,
Day of cloud, and thick darkness;
Day of horn, and war-shout,
Against the fortified cities, and
Against the high towers.
The figure, Epizeuxis (Duplication) is the repetition of the same word in the same sense.78
The words near, day, and against are use throughout these verses. The figure,
Polysyntheton (Many-Ands) is also in this verse. This figure is a common and powerful
way of emphasizing a particular word, by thus marking it and calling attention to it. Also,
day, as used in the 'day of Yahweh,' is the figure Metonymy (Change of Noun) which
means, judgment; day [judgment] of Yahweh. Find the figure Omission in the verse.79
What figure would 'The noise of the day of Yahweh,' be?
"That terrible day of the LORD is near. Swiftly it comes — a day of bitter tears, a day
when even strong men will cry out. It will be a day when the LORD’s anger is poured
out — a day of terrible distress and anguish, a day of ruin and desolation, a day of
darkness and gloom, a day of clouds and blackness, a day of trumpet calls and battle cries.
Down go the walled cities and the strongest battlements" (NLT)!
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A strong man—there!—bitterly crying out [because of the judgments of Yahweh]!
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(Haggai 1:10-11)
Wherefore—on your account,
Have the heavens, held back, dew,
And, the earth, held back her fruit;
And I have called for drought,
Upon the land and upon the mountains, and
Upon the corn and upon the new wine and upon the oil, and
Upon that which the ground, bringeth forth,—and
Upon man, and upon beast, and
Upon all the labour of the hands.
'Upon' is used nine times. Nine denotes Finality of Judgment. It is 3 X 3, the product of
Divine Completeness. The number nine, or its factors or multiples, is seen in all cases
when judgment is the subject.80 'And' is also used nine times in verse eleven. Can you find
the figure, 'Personification?'81 What figure is 'the labour of the hands?'
"It’s because of you that the heavens withhold the dew and the earth produces no crops. I
have called for a drought on your fields and hills — a drought to wither the grain and
grapes and olive trees and all your other crops, a drought to starve you and your livestock
and to ruin everything you have worked so hard to get" (NLT).
(Zechariah)
Then lifted I up mine eyes and looked,—and lo! Four Horns. (1:18)
Then lifted I up mine eyes and looked, and lo! a Man... (2:1)
And once more lifted I mine eyes, and looked,—and lo! a Flying Volume. (5:1)
Then lifted I up mine eyes and looked, and lo! Two Women... (5:9)
And once again I lifted mine eyes, and looked, and lo! four chariots... (6:1)
How many figures are there in the phrase, 'lifted I up mine eyes and looked,—and lo!?82
How many times was the phrase used and what is the significance of the number?83
"1:18 Then I looked up and saw four animal horns. 2:1 When I looked again, I saw a
man... 5:1 I looked up again and saw a scroll flying... 5:9 Then I looked up and saw two
women 6:1 Then I looked up again and saw four chariots..." (NLT).

80

The Spiritual Significance of Numbers; The Companion Bible by E. W. Bullinger; Appendix 10.
Have the heavens, held back, dew, And, the earth, held back her fruit
82
and Lo! is the figure Asterismos (Indicating); and looked [and saw] is the figure Ellipsis (Omission); lifted I up mine eyes is
the figure Pleonasm (Redundancy).
83
Five denotes Divine Grace.
81
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(Malachi 2:7)
For, the lips of a priest, should keep84 knowledge,
And, a deliverance,85 should men seek at his mouth,
For, the messenger86 of Yahweh of hosts, he is.
Behold all the gems that are in this passage of scripture, which issued forth from the lips of
Yahweh to the ears of his holy representative, the priest, who then is to open his mouth,
releasing and guarding, from his lips, Yahweh's deliverance (torah) to his people. Torah is
used five times in Malachi. Why did Rotherham translated it 'deliverance,' four out of the
five times?87
"The words of a priest’s lips should preserve knowledge of God, and people should go to
him for instruction, for the priest is the messenger of the LORD of Heaven’s Armies"
(NLT).

84

08104  שׁרמshamar shaw-mar’ The basic idea of the root is ‘to exercise great care over.’
08451  הרותtowrah to-raw’ or  הרתtorah to-raw;’ Teaching is the special task of the wisdom school as seen especially
through the book of Prov and of the priesthood. The latter accompanies a revealed religion. The priests are to teach the law
given by Moses; {#Le 10:11 De 33:10 } e.g. King Jehoash acted uprightly because he was instructed by the high priest (#2Ki
12:2 [H 3]). Ezra the priest faithfully taught the Law of Moses in the fall Feast of Tabernacles in accordance with the
Deuteronomic injunction. {#De 31:9-11 Ezr 8:1 } Unfortunately the priests were not always true to God; they taught for money
and became teachers of lies (#Isa 9:15 [H 14]; #Mic 3:11). Similarly an idol is deemed ‘a teacher of lies’. {#Hab 2:18ff }
86
mal’ak. Messenger, representative, courier, angel. ‘Messenger’ is an inadequate term for the range of tasks carried out by the
OT mal’ak. These were 1. to carry a message, 2. to perform some other specific commission, and 3. to represent more or less
officially the one sending him. There were both human and supernatural mela’kîm, the latter including the Angel of Yahweh
(i.e. the Angel of the Lord).
87
Mal 2:6 The deliverance of truth, was in his mouth, and, perverseness, was not found in his lips,— In well-doing and in
uprightness, walked he with me, and, multitudes, did he turn from iniquity.
Mal 2:7 For, the lips of a priest, should keep knowledge, and, a deliverance, should men seek at his mouth,— for, the
messenger of Yahweh of hosts, he is.
Mal 2:8 But, ye, have departed out of the way, ye have caused multitudes to stumble at the deliverance,— ye have violated the
covenant of Levi, saith Yahweh of hosts.
Mal 2:9 Therefore, I also, will suffer you to be despised and of no account unto all the people,—in proportion as none of you
have been keeping my ways, but have had respect to persons, in giving your deliverance.
Mal 4:4 ¶ Remember ye the law of Moses my servant,—which I commanded him in Horeb, for all Israel, statutes and
regulations.
85
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Appendix A

26 Figures of Speech
3 Classifications

A) Omission of words
B) Addition of words
C) Change of words

A) Omission
1.) Omission (Ellipsis); when a word or words are omitted; words which are
necessary for the grammar, but are not necessary for the sense.
For this corruptible [body] must needs clothe itself with incorruptibility, and this
mortal [body], clothe itself, with immortality. (1 Cor. 15:53)
For, John, came, neither eating [with others] nor drinking [strong drink], and they
say—A demon, he hath! (Mt. 11:18)
... And so it was, that Joseph was [a] comely [person] in form and [a] comely
[person] in countenance. (Gen. 39:6)

B) Addition
1.) Addition; various forms of repetition and addition are used for the purpose
of
attracting our attention, and of emphasizing what is said, which might otherwise be
passed by unnoticed. (Repetition, Amplification, Description, Argumentation)
Repetition (Repetitio); the repetition of the same word or words irregularly in the
same passage.
Vanity of vanities! saith the Proclaimer, vanity of vanities! all, is vanity. (Ecc. 1:2)
A day of indignation,—that day! day of danger and distress, day of rush, and of
crash, day of obscurity, and deep gloom, day of cloud, and thick darkness; (Zep.
1:15)
Many-Ands (Polysyndeton); the repetition of the word, 'and,' at the beginning of
successive clauses.
And Joshua, and all Israel with him, took Achan—son of Zerah, and the silver and
the mantle and the wedge of gold, and his sons and his daughters, and his oxen and
his asses and his sheep and his tent, and all that he had, and brought them up the
valley of Achor. (Jos. 7:24)
saying—Amen! The blessing, and the glory, and the wisdom, and the thanksgiving,
and the honour, and the power, and the might,—be unto our God, unto the ages of
ages. (Rev. 7:12)
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No-Ands (Asyndeton); without conjunctions; no-ands.
Said the foe—I will pursue-overtake, divide spoil,—Take her fill of them—shall my
soul, I will bare my sword, root them out—shall my hand. (Ex. 15:9)
Between her feet, he bowed—he fell, he lay,—Between her feet, he bowed—he fell,
Where he bowed, There, he fell—destroyed! (Ju. 5:27)
Acrostic (Acrostichion); it is a figure of repetition, not of the same letter, but of
different letters at the beginning or end of words arranged in lines.
Psalm 111, 112, 119; Lam. 1 is an acrostic chapter; acrostic occur only in the
original Hebrew and Greek text and cannot be reproduced in a translation.
Exaggeration (Hyperbole); when more is said than is literally meant.
For this cause, will a man leave his father, and his mother,—and cleave unto his
wife, and they shall become one flesh. (Gen. 2:24) This is not to mean that he is to
forsake and no longer to love or care for his parents.
...all the dust of the land, became gnats, in all the land of Egypt. (Ex. 8:17)
...A people greater and taller than we, cities large and walled-up into the heavens,—
yea, (Deu. 1:28)
Gradation (Climax); a ladder, a gradual ascent, a going up by steps.
And it shall come to pass in that day, that I will respond, Declareth Yahweh, I will
respond to the heavens,—and, they, shall respond to the earth; And, the earth, shall
respond to the corn, and to the new wine and to the oil,—and, they, shall respond to
Jezreel (Hos. 2:21-22)
Concerning it, to your children, tell ye the story,—and your children, to their
children, and their children, to the generation following: (Joel 1:3)
Parenthesis; parenthetic addition, by way of explanation.
But, Jesus, made some little less than messengers, we do behold: (by reason of the
suffering of death, crowned with glory and honour,) to the end that, by favour of
God... (Heb. 2:9)
And we have, more firm, the prophetic word; -whereunto ye are doing, well, to take
heed,—as unto a lamp shining in a dusky place, (until, day, shall dawn, and, a daystar, shall arise) in your hearts: (2 Pe. 1:19)
Redundancy (Pleonasm); when more words are used than the grammar requires.
The figure is so called when there appears to be a redundancy of words in a
sentence; and the sentence is grammatically complete without them.
Now, the earth, had become waste and wild, and, darkness, was on the face of the
roaring deep... (Gen. 1:2) i.e., upon the deep. Face is redundant but by using it
makes the verse more forcible and emphatic.
So Yahweh scattered them from thence, over the face of all the earth... (Gen. 11:8)
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i.e., all over the earth.
And Peter, opening his mouth, said—Of a truth, I find that God is no respecter of
persons; (Acts 10:34) i.e., and Peter said. Opening his mouth is also the figure
idiom.

C) Change
Simile, Metaphor & Hypocatastasis:
Simile states, He is like or as a lion, while Metaphor states, He is a lion, while
Hypocatastasis states, Lion. (In a metaphor, two nouns (a pronoun can represent a
noun) are both named and given (He & lion), while in hypocatastasis, only one is
named (Lion).)
Simile (Resemblance): Hear ye the word of Yahweh, O ye nations, And declare ye
in the Coastlands, afar off,—And say—He that scattereth Israel, will gather him,
And watch over him, as a shepherd his flock; (Jer. 31:10) Yahweh is as a shepherd.
Metaphor (Representation): Yahweh, is my shepherd—I shall not want: (Ps. 23:1)
Yahweh is a shepherd.
Hypocatastasis (Implication): O Shepherd of Israel, give ear, Thou who leddest
forth Joseph like a rock, Thou who art throned on the cherubim, appear! (Ps. 80:1)
Shepherd has become his name; a proper noun. (A hypocatastasis does not have to
be a proper noun, for example, ...dogs have surrounded me,—An assembly of evil
doers, have encircled me, They have pierced my hands and my feet, (Ps. 22:16);
Jesus answered, and said unto them—Take down this shrine, and, in three days,
will I raise it. (Jn. 2:19))
Change of Noun (Metonymy); is a figure when one name or noun is used instead
of another, to which it stands in a certain relation.
...They have Moses [his writings] and the Prophets [their writings]: Let them
hearken unto them. (Lk. 16:29) The writer is put for his writings or book.
...at the mouth [on the testimony] of two witnesses, or at the mouth [on the
testimony] of three witnesses, must a matter be establish. (Deu. 17:6)
...and began to be speaking with other kinds of tongues [languages]...(Acts 2:4)
Personification (Prosopopoeia); things represented as person. A figure by which
things are represented or spoken of as persons; or, by which we attribute
intelligence, by words or actions, to inanimate objects or abstract ideas.
With a voice, the shed-blood of thy brother is crying out to me from the ground.
Now, therefore, accursed, art thou,—from the ground, which hath opened her
mouth, to receive the shed-blood of thy brother at thy hand. (Gen. 4:11-12)
Wisdom, in the open place, soundeth forth, in the broadways, she raiseth her voice;
(Pr. 1:20)
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...And, the sun, knoweth his place for entering in. (Ps. 104:19)
Condescension (Anthropopatheia); the ascribing of human attributes, etc., to
Yahweh.
Yahweh, is in his holy temple As for Yahweh, in the heavens, is his throne, His
eyes, behold—His eyelashes test the sons of men. (Ps. 11:4)
...O Yahweh, Thou wilt establish their heart, Thou wilt make attentive thine ear:
(Ps. 10:17)
Idiom (Idioma); the common manner of speaking; the language peculiar to one
nation, as opposed to other languages. All the scribes of the Bible were Hebrews, so
it will abound with Hebraisms.
To 'open the mouth,' is a Hebraism, used for speaking at length or with great
solemnity, liberty or freedom; After this, opened Job his mouth, and cursed his day.
(Job 3:1)
To 'break bread,' is a Hebraism, used to partake of food; Neither shall they break
bread to them in mourning... (Jer. 16:7); And, on the first of the week, when we
were gathered together to break bread... (Acts 20:7)
'The mouth of the sword,' is a Hebraism, but is generally translated as 'edge [ped] of
the sword,' in most translations except for Young's; Ge 34:26 and Hamor, and
Shechem his son, they have slain by the mouth of the sword, and they take Dinah out
of Shechem’s house, and go out. Ex17:13 and Joshua weakeneth Amalek and his
people by the mouth of the sword.
Two for One (Hendiadys); two words used, but one thing meant. The two words
are of the same parts of speech; two nouns or two verbs joined together by the
conjunction, 'and.'
And, Yahweh, rained, upon Sodom and upon Gomorrah, brimstone and fire,—from
Yahweh, out of the heavens: (Gen. 19:24)
...he, will immerse you, in holy spirit and fire: (Mt. 3:11)
...And, he, shall go before him, in the spirit and power of Elijah,... (Lk. 1:17) (Acts
10:38)
...and have the keys of death and of sheol [hades]. (Rev. 1:18, 6:8, 20:13-14)
Three for One (Hendiatris); three words used but one thing meant.
...they were falling down—even all the peoples, the races, and the tongues... (Dan.
3:7)
...I, am the way, and the truth, and the life: (Jn. 14:6)
Parable (Parabola); comparison by continued resemblance; continued simile.
Another parable, put he before them, saying—The kingdom of the heavens hath
become like a man sowing good seed in his field; (Mt. 13:24)
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Proverb (Paroemia); a wayside-saying in common use; rules for guiding life.
As saith the proverb of the ancients, From the lawless, proceedeth lawlessness,—
mine own hand, therefore shall not be upon thee. (1 Sam. 24:13)
There hath befallen them the thing spoken of in the true proverb—A dog, turning
back unto his own vomit, and—A sow, as soon as washed, unto wallowing in mire.
(2 Pe. 2:22)
Quotation (Gnome); a quotation.
But, he, said unto them—Well, prophesied Isaiah concerning you, ye hypocrites, as
it is written—"This people, with the lips do honour me, while, their heart, far off,
holdeth from me," (Mt. 7:6)
And, even as Isaiah hath before said,—"If, Yahweh of hosts, had not left us a seed,
as Sodom, had we become, and, as Gomorrha, had we been made like." (Rm. 9:29)
Indicating (Asterismos); the calling attention to by making a star or mark. The
figure is used when we employ (not an asterisk) but some word, which answers the
same purpose, in directing the eye and the earth to some particular point or subject,
such as 'Lo!' 'Behold!' 'Ah'
And God said—Lo! I have given to you—every herb yielding seed... (Gen. 1:29)
And, I, behold me! bringing in the flood—even waters, upon the earth... (Gen. 6:27)
Then said I—Ah! My Lord, Yahweh! Lo! I know not how to speak,—For, a child,
am, I! (Jer. 1:6)
Irony (Eironeia); the expression of thought in a form that naturally conveys its
opposite.
Then said Yahweh God—Lo! man, hath become like one of us, in respect of
knowing good and evil... (Gen. 3:22) Man had not become 'one of us,' but rather a
wreck and a ruin.
Where wast thou, when I founded the earth? Tell, if thou knowest understanding!
(Job 38:4)
...Cry with a loud voice, for, a god, he is, either he hath, a meditation, or an occasion
to retire, or he hath, a journey,—peradventure, he, sleepeth, and must be awaked.
(1 Kg. 18:27)
Interrogating (Erotesis); the asking of questions without waiting for the answer.
Can any hide, himself in secret places, that, I, shall not see him? Demandeth
Yahweh,—The heavens and the earth, do I, not fill? Demandeth Yahweh.
(Jer. 23:24)
Shall not the day of Yahweh be, darkness, and not light? yea, thick darkness and no
brightness in it? (Amos 5:20)
So then Sarah laughed within herself, saying: After I am past age, hath there come
to me pleasure, my lord, also being old? (Gen. 18:12)
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Euphemy (Euphemismos); change of what is unpleasant for pleasant; a figure by
which a harsh or disagreeable expression is changed for a pleasant and agreeable
one.
...But, thou, shalt go in unto thy fathers... (Gen. 15:15) i.e., shalt die
...And she said, I, am Ruth, thy handmaid, spread, therefore, thy wing over thy
handmaid, for, a kinsman, thou art. (Ru. 3:9) i.e., receive me in the way of marriage.
...Lazarus, our dear friend, hath fallen asleep; but I am going, that I may awake him.
(Jn. 11:11) i.e., he is dead and I am going to raise him from the dead.
Contrast (Antithesis); a setting of one phrase in contrast with another. It is a figure
by which two thoughts, ideas, or phrases, are set over one against another, in order
to make the contrast more striking and thus to emphasize it.
...The city that was Faithful,—Full of justice, Righteousness lodged in her, But,
now, murderers! (Is. 1:21)
How is seated alone, the city that abounded with people, hath become as a widow,—
She who abounded among the nations was a princess among provinces, hath come
under tribute. (La. 1:1)
Promising, freedom to them, they themselves, being all the while, slaves of
corruption... (2 Pe. 2:19)
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